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1. SERVICE OVERVIEW
InTechnology’s Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) enables customers to consume server, storage and network infrastructure through a simple unified platform.
The service:
•

Allows IT to react faster and support business agility through faster delivery of IT solutions

•

Delivers expert infrastructure support from InTechnology’s server, storage and network teams

•

Allows IT increase business value by focusing on the applications providing services to the business

•

Allows IT to manage costs, whilst replacing capital with operational expenditure

InTechnology’s IaaS allows customers to gracefully migrate from traditional physical infrastructure into the cloud without requiring complete re-architecture or
rebuild of applications. It is suited to customers that need to supplement on-premise infrastructure capacity or meet short term project requirements, and is
already used by InTechnology’s customers to deliver tier 1 applications.
The service provides the assurance of UK hosted and managed infrastructure delivered from InTechnology’s ISO27001 accredited data centres. The underlying
platforms are managed to a published service level availability by InTechnology covering; performance, capacity, patching, installation and upgrades.
Customers can quickly deploy and manage infrastructure through a self service portal, with the flexibility to meet scale-up and scale-out requirements.
Customers can provision infrastructure from pre-built Windows and Linux templates, utilise their own templates or import virtual machines. The customer
controls the CPU, RAM, Storage, Network and Operating System that makes up the infrastructure. Full remote administrative access is provided to servers to
add and update applications running on them.
The service is delivered from the heart of InTechnology’s network, allowing customers to provision servers within their WAN or publish to public networks, such
as the Internet, N3 or Janet.

2. SERVICE DEFINITION
Infrastructure as a Service uses enterprise-class platforms deployed in InTechnology’s data centres and managed end to end by InTechnology. The platforms
provide a controlled environment for customers to provision server infrastructure through a self service portal. The service provides a number of strategic
advantages over traditional physical deployments:
•

Simple unified approach to provisioning and managing server, storage and network resource

•

Rapid provisioning of infrastructure allowing IT to react quickly to new requirements

•

Consistent, standardised and repeatable deployment of infrastructure allowing IT to focus on the application layer upwards, that delivers real
business value

INFRASTRUCTURE SPECIFICATION
The service enables the customer to provision and allocate resource with the following specification:
•

CPU – Allocated 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 CPU cores to each server

•

RAM – Allocate memory in 1GB increments up to 128GB to each server

•

Storage – Allocate disk storage in 1GB increments from a storage tier relevant to the application workload

•

Network – Attach the server to the network, with up to 2 network interfaces per server

CPU RESOURCES
Each server is allocated a single CPU by default. Additional CPUs can be allocated, whilst the server is powered off, in quantities of 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8.
InTechnology recommend allocating a single CPU per server, unless the server application is known to benefit from multiple CPUs. In some cases, allocating
multiple CPUs can lead to a performance decrease for applications that are not able to utilise the additional CPUs.

RAM RESOURCES
Each server is allocated 1GB memory by default. Additional memory can be allocated in 1GB increments to a maximum of 128GB per server.

STORAGE RESOURCES
Each server will consume disk storage to accommodate the operating system, application and data files. Storage can be allocated from standard, performance
or high performance storage tiers to meet the specific application workload requirement. Each storage tier provides:
•

Standard Storage – Suited to workloads where capacity is the main requirement. Utilises high capacity and low spin speed (7.2k rpm) disks with an
average response time of 30 – 50ms

•

Performance Storage –Suited to workloads where a mix of capacity and transactional performance is required. Utilises low capacity and high spin
speed (15k rpm) disks with an average response time of 20 – 30ms

•

High performance – Suited to workloads where transactional performance is the main requirement. Utilises low capacity and high spin speed (15k
rpm) disks, supplemented with solid state disks to deliver an average response time of 10 – 15ms

Servers deployed from InTechnology templates will typically have a single 24GB disk for the operating system drive. This size may change as new templates
are created, and the customers should check the disk size in the template description field of the template before deploying.

NETWORK RESOURCES
Each server will be attached to one network resource by default, with a maximum of two connections per server. The network connections are classified into
internal and external interfaces. Internal interfaces connect only the customer’s servers together and can be provisioned by the customer via the provisioning
portal.
External interfaces connect the customer’s servers to other network resources, such as a customer WAN, Internet via a Managed Firewall or customer LAN
within a co-located hosted rack in InTechnology’s data centre. These network resources will be configured by InTechnology as part of the service activation.
Connection to the customer’s networks, allows the servers to co-exist within the customers IP address scheme and be fully routable & integrated into the
customer’s network environment.

CONT’D
SERVICE ACTIVATION
InTechnology will enable logon to the IaaS provisioning portal for specified customer contact as part of the service activation. By default this will include the
identified contact on the service agreement, but can include additional contacts identified during service activation. The IaaS provisioning portal provides a
single interface to create, manage and remove infrastructure hosted within the service.
InTechnology will setup network resources as part of the service activation. This will include identification of IP addresses, default gateways, firewall
configuration, etc.
Upon service activation, the customer will be able build their infrastructure within the provisioning portal. The customer will be able to build a new server using
an InTechnology provided template. Additionally the customer can engage with InTechnology Professional Services to:
•

Migrate physical server infrastructure

•

Import or create a new server build template specific to the customer’s needs

•

Import a server image from the customer’s hypervisor platform

SERVICE CONFIGURATION
The customer can create, upgrade or remove infrastructure by the IaaS provisioning portal. The features available from the provisioning portal allow:
•

Add, modify or remove servers

•

Add, modify or remove internal networks

•

Migrate disk resource between storage tiers

•

Add or remove CPU, RAM, Storage or Network resource for individual servers

Configuration changes not supported within the provisioning portal can be submitted via an InTechnology support change request. This would include tasks
such as extending the operating system disk on specific servers, creating a build template from a deployed server, etc.

SERVICE MANAGEMENT
InTechnology will monitor and manage the service up to and including the virtual hardware layer. The customer will be responsible for managing server
operating systems and applications hosted within the service.

SOFTWARE UPDATES
InTechnology will monitor the product lifecycles of supporting platforms that deliver the service such as; VMware vSphere, NetApp, EMC, Cisco, HP
technologies. Critical patches, and patches required in response to published security alerts, will be applied as appropriate.
InTechnology will occasionally perform platform upgrades as new versions of software become available. These will be planned and managed through
InTechnology’s change process with appropriate notification issued to customers where necessary.

CAPACITY AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
InTechnology will monitor and manage the capacity of the platforms supporting the service to provide headroom for:
•

New infrastructure provision to meet existing or new customer requirements

•

Meet demands of resource allocated to customer infrastructure

InTechnology will set a provisioning limit for the customer within the IaaS provisioning portal. This ensures that customers cannot instantly over provision
platform resource. Customers can request an increase in platform provisioning limits via a support request or by contacting their account manager.

CONT’D
MICROSOFT SOFTWARE LICENSING
Microsoft’s end user license agreement prohibits the use of customer owned licenses on shared service platforms, such as InTechnology’s IaaS, except where
license mobility applies. Microsoft license mobility allows customers to transfer specific application family licenses, where a valid software assurance (SA)
agreement is in place. Microsoft licenses mobility currently applies to the following six application families:
•

SQL

•

Exchange

•

Lync

•

Dynamics

•

SharePoint

•

System Center

For all cases where a customer cannot use their licenses, via license mobility, InTechnology will provide Microsoft licenses via its service provider license
agreement (SPLA) as a separate monthly rental charge. Licenses are provided with the following responsibilities:
•

InTechnology will provide a Windows Server license for all customer servers deployed via the service. The charge for this is included within the IaaS
resource unit

•

InTechnology will provide Microsoft licenses for all customer application servers deployed via the service. The customer must notify InTechnology of
any quantity or license type changes from the service agreement, for which InTechnology will assign licenses and charges monthly in arrears

CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES
The Customer is responsible for the following with the virtual server environment:
•

Allocating correct quantities of CPU, RAM, Disk and Network resources appropriate for the operating system and applications within the virtual server

•

Installation, support, patching and upgrading of the operating system

•

Installation, support, patching and upgrading of the applications(s)

•

Licensing of operating system and application(s)

•

Ensure that all customer OS and application licenses are compliant with the customer’s vendor specific licensing agreements

•

Identifying and operating a suitable data management policy to protect against data loss from corruption

•

Ensure that the required application vendor(s) support deployment within a VMware environment

INTECHNOLOGY RESPONSIBILITIES
InTechnology is responsible for the following:
•

Provide, support and maintain physical data centre environment.

•

Provide, support and license highly available physical processing platform.

•

Provide, support and license highly available virtual environment.

CONT’D
SERVICE DEPENDENCIES & COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES
The service is typically deployed with following additional InTechnology services:
•

Connectivity – InTechnology’s network services and/or the Internet are required to access the Virtual Server Hosting service.

•

Data Management – InTechnology provides managed storage, backup and archiving services.

•

Security – InTechnology’s Managed Firewall Service provides protection for traffic traversing network boundaries with different trust levels.

REPORTING
A real-time view of machines provisioned, regardless of whether they are switched on or off, along with allocated storage is available via the management
portal.

INFRASTRUCTURE LOCATION
All server / storage infrastructure is provided from InTechnology managed data centres in the UK and all associated data is stored in the UK only.

3. SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
This Service Level Agreement (SLA) sets out terms on which InTechnology shall provide the Service to the Customer. The purpose of this Service Level
Agreement is to set out the agreed supply, operation and management of the Service by InTechnology.

SERVICE AVAILABILITY
The availability for Infrastructure as a Service will be 99.99% availability in any one month.
Service % Availability

Equivalent downtime per month (24 x 7 x 365)

99.99%

5 minutes

The SLA performance will be measured on the average availability of the Virtual Server Hosting Service. Availability will be continually measured and averaged
over the period of one month.
The InTechnology Infrastructure as a Service is built on a fully resilient and redundant platform. Customer’s virtual machines (and applications) will migrate from
one physical host to another if the management platform identifies a failure of the primary physical host.

SERVICE AVAILABILITY LIMITATIONS
The Customer should acknowledge that the warranties provided above shall not apply in the event that any failure or suspension of the Services arising as a
result of a failure of the Customer Equipment, or is caused by any action or omission of the Customer, its employees, agents, sub-contractors or invitees.
InTechnology shall not be liable for any failure to comply with the service levels defined where the Customer is in breach of any warranties set out in the
contract.
In calculating Service availability the following circumstances are excluded:
•

Service unavailable or affected as a result of Service suspension pursuant to the Service Agreement.

•

Service unavailable or affected due to faults on the Customer's side of the service.

•

Service unavailable or affected due to circumstances created by the Customer.

•

Service unavailable or affected due to planned maintenance.

•

Service unavailable or affected due to emergency maintenance.

•

Service unavailable or affected due to Force Majeure.

Planned maintenance can involve a temporary suspension of part or all of the service in order to enable InTechnology to undertake vital remedial/maintenance
or upgrade work. Planned maintenance and controlled outages will always be notified to the customer at least fourteen days in advance and be planned in such
a way to have minimum impact on the Customer's operations. Controlled outages will not be classified as faults as the core systems are fully redundant and
availability will be unaffected.
InTechnology have designed the service, with N+1 resilience, to typically allow non-service affecting planned maintenance. During this time the service will
operate at reduced resilience.

Controlled outages to the service for planned maintenance, take place at 04:00 – 06:00, Monday and Thursday. Emergency maintenance required as a result of
identifying a problem through ongoing monitoring and management, that could potentially cause an outage or failure of the service, will be notified to the
Customer at the earliest possible time and be managed in such a way to have minimum impact on the Customer's operation.

CONT’D
SERVICE CREDITS
InTechnology shall pay Service Credits if the average availability of the platform falls below 99.99% when measured over a period of one month.
InTechnology shall pay the Customer by way of Service Credits, a sum equal to one hour's Service Charge (exclusive of VAT) for each full-completed hour in
excess of the SLA based on the following calculation:
Service Credit = (Monthly Service Charge) x Full completed hours in excess of SLA
Number of hours in a month
Any reduced charges under this Service Level Agreement will be confirmed by credit note issued by InTechnology to Customer, confirming the adjustment to be
made to the following monthly charge.

4. INFRASTRUCTURE AS A
SERVICE - CHARGES
SERVICE ACTIVATION CHARGE
The following table details the chargeable elements associated with the activation of the Infrastructure as a Service.
Service Element

Details

Service activation

InTechnology will provide the customer with access to the Virtual Server Hosting
platform to provision virtual machines and upload operating systems, applications and
data

STANDARD DELIVERABLES (NO ADDITIONAL CHARGES)
•

Presales consultation and design service for InTechnology services

•

Completion of all supporting documentation (Schematics and schedules)

•

Provision of services as per the supporting documentation

ADDITIONAL CHARGEABLE SERVICES
•

Creation of customer specific server templates

•

Conversion and import of customer servers into the service

•

Excess engineer time (incurred through additional onsite works required, customer delays or lack of site readiness)

•

Specialist Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity planning and implementation

•

Business and Technical strategy planning

•

Out of business hours installations

•

Failed appointments

•

Follow up technical consultations such as redesign workshops

•

Specialist post implementation design work – for example full migration planning, documentation and implementation

Professional Services

Delivery & Installation

Service

One-Off

Technical Consultancy – Onsite – UK Only

£1,000 / day

Technical Consultancy - Offsite

£750 / day

Technical Consultancy –Onsite – UK Only
(evening/night)

£1,500 / day

Technical Consultancy - Offsite - (evening/night)

£1,000 / day

Technical Consultancy – Offsite – Rest of World

£1,200 / day + expenses

Technical Project Management - Onsite

£1,000 / day

Technical Project Management - Offsite

£750 / day

Engineer excess hours charges (per hour)

TBC / hour

Engineer out of hours surcharge

TBC / hour

Failed engineer appointment

TBC / visit

CONT’D
MONTHLY CHARGES
The following table details the chargeable elements associated with the ongoing use of the Infrastructure as a Service.
Service Element

Details

IaaS resource unit

The variable charge based on the CPU and RAM resources allocated to powered-on
servers in any given month. InTechnology will measure the peak resource unit
allocation each hour and average over the month

Primary Storage – standard storage

The variable charge based on the peak amount of standard storage allocated in any
given month

Primary Storage – performance storage

The variable charge based on the peak amount of performance storage allocated in
any given month

Primary Storage – high performance storage

The variable charge based on the peak amount of high performance storage allocated
in any given month

IAAS RESOURCE UNITS
The IaaS resource units account for the CPU and RAM resource allocated to powered-on servers on InTechnology’s Infrastructure as a Service platform.
1 IaaS resource unit will be counted per GB of RAM allocated. For example:
•

1 server with 16GB RAM equates to 16 IaaS resource units

•

2 servers with 8GB RAM each equates to 16 IaaS resource units

•

8 servers with 2GB RAM each equates to 16 IaaS resource units

The following table details the IaaS resource units counted for the various CPUs allocated per server.
Total CPUs allocated to a server

Additional IaaS Resource Units Charged

1

0

2

2

4

5

6

10

8

20

The following server examples show the combined CPU and RAM resource unit contributions.
Server description

IaaS resource units
for CPU

IaaS resource units
for RAM

IaaS resource units
Total

Test application server with 1 CPU and 1GB RAM

0

1

1

Windows Active Directory domain controller with 2 CPUs and 4GB RAM

2

4

6

Exchange 2010 mail database server with 4 CPUs and 16GB RAM

5

16

21

SQL 2008 database server with 8 CPUs and 32GB RAM

20

32

52

CONT’D
IAAS RESOURCE UNITS PARTIAL MONTHLY USAGE
InTechnology’s IaaS resource units are charged monthly in arrears for allocated resource. The allocated resource is measured hourly and averaged over the
month. This ensures that customers will be charged for fractional monthly usage of IaaS resource units. The following examples explain the methodology used
to calculate monthly IaaS resource unit usage.
Example 1
A server is allocated 2 CPUs and 4GB RAM, equating to a total of 6 IaaS resource units. The customer powers the server on for the entire month and will
therefore be charged for 6 IaaS resource units at the end of the month.
Example 2
A server is allocated 2 CPUs and 4GB RAM, equating to a total of 6 IaaS resource units. The customer powers the server on for a total of 2 weeks during the
month of February. The customer would be a charged fractional usage of 3 IaaS resource units based on the following calculation.
Fractional IaaS resource units = Hour Server Powered On x IaaS resource units
Total Hours in the month
2 weeks = 14 days = 336 hours
28 days in February = 672 hours
3 IaaS resource units = 336 hours powered on x 6 IaaS resource units
672 hours in the June

